Le « Recueil de la recherche » publié par le Centre de prévention de la radicalisation menant à la violence (CPRMV) a pour objectif d’alimenter la diffusion et le partage des connaissances en ce qui a trait aux phénomènes de radicalisation menant à la violence et leur prévention. Aussi, nous croyons qu’il est essentiel d’exercer une veille scientifique sur les connaissances produites à ce propos au Québec, au Canada et à l’international. Le « Recueil de la recherche » permet d’offrir sur une base régulière un aperçu des dernières publications de recherche et des événements scientifiques pertinents sur ces enjeux de la radicalisation menant à la violence.

The "Research Digest" published by the Center for the prevention of radicalization leading to violence (CPRLV) aims to fuel the dissemination and sharing of knowledge with regards to radicalization leading to violence and its prevention. Also, we believe it is essential to carry out scientific monitoring of the knowledge produced on this topic in Quebec, Canada and abroad. The "Research Digest" aims to provide, on a regular basis, an overview of the latest research publications and relevant scientific events pertaining to the issue of radicalization leading to violence.

**SUGGESTIONS DE LECTURES SCIENTIFIQUES**

**SUGGESTED SCIENTIFIC READINGS**

  [http://dx.doi.org/10.19165/2017.1.07](http://dx.doi.org/10.19165/2017.1.07)


  [http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/1057610X.2017.1311107](http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/1057610X.2017.1311107)


- Dénoncer la radicalisation, reconstruire un ordre moral et politique, Caroline Guibet Lafaye, (2017), Implications philosophiques  
  [https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01516579](https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01516579)

  [http://sro.sussex.ac.uk/67633/](http://sro.sussex.ac.uk/67633/)


- Invisible Violence: Gender, Islamophobia, and the Hidden Assault on U.S. Muslim Women, Sabrina Alimahomed-Wilson, (2017), Women, Gender, and Families of Color  
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- Tracking Radical Opinions in Polls of U.S. Muslims, Veronika Fajmonová, Sophia Moskalenko, Clark McCauley, (2017), Perspectives on Terrorism


- Empowering ISIS Opponents on Twitter, Todd C. Helmus, Elizabeth Bodine-Baron, (2017), RAND

- Introduction to the Special Issue: The Complexity of Terrorism—Victims, Perpetrators and Radicalization, Javier Argomaniz & Orla Lynch, (2017), Studies in Conflict & Terrorism
  http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/1057610X.2017.1311101

- Local government and Australian counterterrorism strategy, Anthony Bergin, (2017), Journal of Policing, Intelligence and Counter Terrorism
  http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/18335330.2017.1295510

- The Construction and Mobilization of Collective Victimhood by Political Ex-Prisoners in Northern Ireland, Carmel Joyce & Orla Lynch, (2017), Studies in Conflict & Terrorism
  http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/1057610X.2017.1311102

  http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/1057610X.2017.1311111

- Adopting a White-Collar Crime Theoretical Framework for the Analysis of Terrorism, David Shichor, (2017), Journal of Contemporary Criminal Justice
  http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1043986217699314

- Racial violence and the Brexit state, Jon Burnett, (2017), Race & Class
  http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0306396816686283

  http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1043986217699100

- The Challenge of Foreign Fighter Returnees, R. Kim Cragin, (2017), Journal of Contemporary Criminal Justice
  http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1043986217697872

- Antisemitism Before and Since the Holocaust: Altered Contexts and Recent Perspectives, Anthony McElligott & Jeffrey Herf
  https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-319-48866-0

- How the Study of White Supremacism is Helped and Hindered by Social Movement Research, Kathleen M. Blee, (2017), Mobilization: An International Quarterly
  http://dx.doi.org/10.17813/1086-671X-22-1-1

- Islamophobia: The Bigger Picture, Benjamin Opratko, (2017), Historical Materialism
  http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/content/journals/10.1163/1569206x-12341512

- The Event of Terrorism: Ambiguous Categories and Public Spectacle, Stuart Price, (2017), Television & New Media
  https://doi.org/10.1177/1527476417701995

  https://doi.org/10.1177/1043986217699101

• Hate crime: an overview of significance and relevance to Irish sociology, James Carr, Amanda Haynes, Jennifer Schweppe, (2017), Irish Journal of Sociology https://doi.org/10.7227/IJS.0012


• The disability bias: understanding the context of hate in comparison with other minority populations, Stephen J. Macdonald, Catherine Donovan, and John Clayton, (2017), Disability & Society http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09687599.2017.1304206

• ‘What kind of abuse is him spitting in my food?’: reflections on the similarities between disability hate crime, so-called ‘mate’ crime and domestic violence against women with intellectual disabilities, Michelle McCarthy, (2017), Disability & Society http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09687599.2017.1301854


• Support for Terrorism: The Role of Beliefs in Jihad and Institutional Responses to Terrorism, Adrian Cherney & Kristina Murphy, (2017), Terrorism and Political Violence http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09546553.2017.1313735


• Lone-actor Terrorism and Impulsivity, J. R. Meloy, & J. W. Pollard, (2017), Journal of Forensic Sciences


• «Jihadolescence», Ben Small Nédra, (2017), Figures de la psychanalyse

• Jihadi fiction: radicalisation narratives in the contemporary novel, Jago Morrison, (2017), Textual Practice
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1. Les sciences sociales face aux phénomènes de radicalisation, Flavien Ganter, (2017), Regards croisés sur l’économie  

   https://ssrn.com/abstract=2960517

   http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/1057610X.2017.1311113

   http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/1057610X.2017.1311110

5. Theory of the rise of al-Qaeda, S. Yaqub Ibrahim, (2017), Behavioral Sciences of Terrorism and Political Aggression  
   http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/19434472.2017.1320567

   http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09546553.2015.1049342

7. Rebalancing the Agenda, Max Taylor, (2017), Studies in Conflict & Terrorism  

   http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/rel0000138

   http://eprints.glos.ac.uk/4582/


   https://doi.org/10.1177/0022427817699035

   https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pubrev.2017.03.014

   http://www.jbe-platform.com/content/journals/10.1075/jlp.15014.cli

15. Religiosity, Religious Fundamentalism, and Perceived Threat as Predictors of Muslim Support for Extremist Violence, Johannes Beltheiser Christoph Kröger, (2017), Psychology of Religion and Spirituality  
   http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/rel0000138

   http://eprints.glos.ac.uk/4582/
ARTICLES DE VULGARISATION
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- The Quiet End of Basque Terror (2017), The New York Times


- Don’t Look Now, But Extremists’ Meme Armies Are Turning Into Militias (2017), Wired
  https://www.wired.com/2017/04/meme-army-now-militia

- Despite Short-Term Increases in Arrests, Counter-Extremism Powers Need to Do More to Tackle the Far-Right, Bharath Ganesh (2017), VOX-Pol Blog
  http://www.voxpol.eu/counter-extremism-powers-need-tackle-far-right/

- Integrating radical fighters who return home isn’t easy, but can be done (2017), Moha Ennaji, The Conversation

- How ISIS Disseminates Propaganda Over the Internet Despite Counter-Measures and How to Fight Back, Lorand Bodo et Anne Speckhard (2017), VOX-Pol Blog

- Mon fils, j’ai été tellement naïf (2017), Après Guantanamo Blog Libération


- The Future of Austria’s Far Right, Anton Shekhovtsov & Andreas Umland, (2017), Foreign Affairs
  https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/austria/2017-04-03/future-austrias-far-right

- Terrorism in Russia: Why the Problem Is Set to Worsen, Ilan Berman, (2017), Foreign Affairs
  https://foreignaffairs.org/articles/russian-federation/2017-04-05/terrorism-russia

  http://chicagopolICYreview.org/2017/04/10/american-failures-in-crafting-counter-narratives-to-islamic-terrorism/

  http://blogs.bath.ac.uk/tpb/blog/2017/04/03/brexit-and-trump-on-racism-the-far-right-and-violence/
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- Depiction of Terrorism in film and television (Podcast), University of Nottingham
  https://rdmc.nottingham.ac.uk/handle/internal/270

- Birmingham City Council Prevent Duty: Early Help and Children's Social Care Extremism Guidance and Assessment Support
  http://www.proceduresonline.com/birmingham/cs/user_controlled_lcms_area/uploaded_files/BCC%20CSC%20Extremism%20Guidance%20MARCH%202017%20FINAL.pdf

- Shaping positive Muslim identity: a policy approach to understanding the formation of prejudice and building social resilience in childhood, Andrew Wimhurst, (2017), Australian Centre for Defence and Strategic Studies

VIDÉOS
VIDEOS

- Peter Neumann, “Online Radicalisation: Myths and Reality”
  https://youtu.be/kVMx1o1Sv0

ÉVÉNEMENTS SPÉCIFIQUES
CONFERENCES AND SPECIFIC EVENTS


- Colloque “Souffrance sociale et radicalisation : Redéfinir la prévention”, 7 juin 2017, Montréal

- Building An Evidence-base for the Prevention of Radicalization and Violent Extremism, 16 au 18 juin 2017, Hanovre, Allemagne
  http://www.cve-conference.de

- Canadian Network for Research on Terrorism, Security and Society (TSAS) Summer Academy 17 au 20 juillet 2017, Carleton University, Ottawa
  http://tsas.ca/events/summer-academy/
DERNIERS TRAVAUX AU CPRMV
RECENT WORK AT CPRLV

L’engagement des femmes dans la radicalisation violente, Conseil du statut de la femme & Centre de prévention de la radicalisation menant à la violence (2016).


Conformément au mandat inscrit dans le Plan d’action gouvernemental 2015-2018, La radicalisation au Québec : agir, prévenir, détecter et vivre ensemble, le Secrétariat à la condition féminine et le Conseil du statut de la femme ont été invités à collaborer pour documenter les facteurs différenciés de radicalisation chez les femmes et les hommes dans le contexte québécois. Les deux organismes ont également fait appel à l’expertise du Centre de prévention de la radicalisation menant à la violence (CPRLV) afin d’illustrer ce phénomène.

Le rapport issu de ce mandat, intitulé « L’engagement des femmes dans la radicalisation violente », s’attache, dans un premier temps, à définir ce que constitue la radicalisation menant à la violence. Il aborde, dans un second temps, la situation de l’engagement des femmes dans la radicalisation violente à travers l’histoire et selon une multiplicité de contextes afin de permettre de saisir avec recul le phénomène actuel des femmes rejoignant certains groupes jihadistes en Syrie et en Irak. Adoptant une grille théorique féministe et postcoloniale, ce rapport permet de déconstruire un certain nombre de discours médiatiques et de représentations stéréotypées vis-à-vis de l’engagement des femmes dans la radicalisation menant à la violence. La dernière partie du rapport s’intéresse plus spécifiquement au cas des Québécoises ayant choisi ou tenté de partir pour la Syrie/Irak depuis 2013. Afin d’explorer leurs motivations et leurs parcours de radicalisation, ce rapport s’appuie sur des données empiriques inédites provenant d’une enquête de terrain menée au Québec.


Pursuant to the mandate in the 2015-2018 Government Action Plan, Radicalization in Québec: Act, Prevent, Detect and Live Together, the Secrétariat à la condition féminine and the Conseil du statut de la femme were asked to work together to document the differentiated radicalization factors among women and men in Québec. The two agencies also drew on the expertise of the Centre for the Prevention of Radicalization Leading to Violence (CPRLV) to illustrate this phenomenon.

The report resulting from this mandate and entitled “Women and Violent Radicalization” seeks, firstly, to define what constitutes radicalization leading to violence. Secondly, it addresses women’s involvement in violent radicalization throughout history and in a variety of situations; this step-back in time allows for a better understanding of the current phenomenon of women joining jihadist groups in Syria and in Iraq. Adopting a theoretical framework which is both feminist and postcolonial, the report aims at deconstructing a number of media discourses and stereotypical representations vis-à-vis women and radicalization leading to violence. The last part of the report focuses specifically on the case of Quebec women who have chosen or tried to leave for Syria / Iraq since 2013. To explore their motivations and their path to radicalization, the report draws on unpublished empirical data from a field survey conducted in Quebec.

PUBLICATIONS À VENIR DU CPRMV
UPCOMING PUBLICATIONS OF CPRLV

- Enjeux et défis des « retournants » pour le Québec : Prise en charge et réinsertion, Centre de prévention de la radicalisation menant à la violence.

- Crimes et incidents haineux au Québec : D’un état des lieux à une politique de prévention, Centre de prévention de la radicalisation menant à la violence.